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Hello all, I have a problem with HP and HDP. I lost access to the HP support site, now I am working without the tools (it is impossible to open HP support site due to the error. I do not want to use pre-selected tools found on the Internet, I want to be able to use my own tools. There is no option to
update my BIOS, because I have lost access to the official tools. Therefore I downloaded the tools HPBQ138.EXE but when I run it, it goes on a strange screen and only flashes. What can I do? I had a hard time finding an HPBQ138EXE download at first. I got one from a site online. It was an older one.
It did not work as well as the later version. However, I was able to make it work. The downside to this version is it does not work with newer devices. So basically, if you are using a newer device, you cannot use this utility and have to use the one that came with your device. But if you are using an

older device, this utility will work. Anyone else have a problem with HP and 720 g7 (w36e2) not booting? I cannot use any tools to upgrade BIOS. This is a global problem since you cannot even find a program to flash a newer BIOS. HP's response is to not fix the problem. It is impossible to find a new
BIOS flash program. hey guys. I have an HP g7 w36e2. Its a couple years old. I want to flash my bios. But everytime i boot it up, I get the message not found... Where can i get the HPBQ138EXE? Can i flash the Bios? Or should I get a new motherboard? I feel like I cannot use my laptop. Its been a

couple years.. And i want my laptop to be working fine. DMIFIT tool and HPBQ138.EXE. WOXTECH - WOXTECH HPBQ138 Full Remarka trys draugai pdf. Oem Descartes Blak Cartes The Beast Mad Dog. Find the right dmifit tool download because HP wants to charge me.
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I'm also unable to locate the DMIFIT program, since I can't find an exe for it. Is it included in the BIOS upgrade? I
do have the latest version of BIOS included with my laptop; do I need to go to the BIOS menu again and select

the upgrade option? I'm unable to locate the DMIFIT program. Is it included in the BIOS upgrade for the 4530s? I
do have the latest version of BIOS included with my laptop; do I need to go to the BIOS menu again and select
the upgrade option? Note that HPBQ138.EXE only supports older firmware releases (e.g. CFW/BIOS version 1.4)

and does not support some newer firmware versions. This may result in a failed update attempt. If this
happens, then delete the HPBQ138.EXE and download and run the newest DMIFIT utility. After the firmware
update, try using the HPBQ138.EXE again. The HPBQ138.EXE file will work with the tool DMIFIT but you will
needto have the DOSbox Dos emulator and the HPBQ138.EXEDOS/bootstrap utility. The HPBQ138.EXE is a

Bootstrap utility that allows youto boot from DOS to HPBQ138.exe for use in the DMIFIT Tool for
diagnosticswork. http://www.fastandeasydownload.com/fast-download/ Use this download to install DMIFIT and
HPBQ138.EXE. You willneed the tools DOS/bootstrap utility as well the HPBQ138.EXE andDMIFIT. I have posted

step by step instructions. My web page is: http://www.fastandeasydownload.com/fast-download/ Please visit my
page to read the steps by steps instructions. http://www.fastandeasydownload.com/dmifit-tool-and-

hpbq138exe/ Use this download to install the HPBQ138.EXE file for booting to HPBQ138.EXE. TheDOS/bootstrap
utility and DMIFIT are also needed. 5ec8ef588b
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